From: CAB SIMSON ARCHIVES
Sent: lundi 31 janvier 2022 14:02
To: CAB SIMSON ARCHIVES
Subject: FW: Request for meeting with Commissioner Simson 23 February 2022

Dear Mr Stefano,

Equinor’s CEO, Anders Opedal, plans to travel to Brussels to take part in a conference organized on the occasion of Norway’s Prime Minister’s visit to Brussels on 23 February. Despite college also held that day we hope Commissioner Simson could prioritize a meeting with our CEO. Mr. Opedal will be accompanied by [name]

Equinor, has recently published the plans for a [Norway Energy Hub](https://www.equinor.com), the next steps for Norway as an energy nation, with total investment opportunities, covering offshore wind, electrification of oil and gas operations, hydrogen and CCS, of up to € 35 bn by 2030. Across Europe we are involved in major industrial decarbonization projects and we pursue an ambitious offshore wind deployment strategy. We therefore would be happy to hold an exchange with the Commissioner on scaling up industrial decarbonization, creating a market for hydrogen and on delivering on Europe’s plan for sustainable carbon cycles.

Please let me know if a call in the next couple of days would be useful in exploring the possibilities of a meeting. In the meantime, stay safe.

Yours sincerely,

---

[Name]

Equinor Energy Belgium NV

+ [number]

@equinor.com